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Abstract
A lattice-gas model is developed to describe the reactive removal of a preadsorbed, mixed NO+COadlayer
covering a Pt(100) surface, via reduction of NO with CO, and behavior of the model is analyzed. Since NO
dissociation requires an adjacent empty site, the NO+CO covered surface constitutes an unstable steady state.
The creation of vacancies leads NO dissociation, the reaction of CO with the O formed by dissociation, the
subsequent creation of more vacancies, and thus the autocatalytic removal of the adlayer. The high mobility of
most adspecies leads to an initial “disperse stage” of adlayer removal, characterized by an exponential increase
in the number of highly dispersed vacancies. Thereafter follows a transition to a “reaction front propagation”
stage of adlayer removal, where a chemical wave develops that propagates into the NO+CO covered region of
the surface with roughly constant velocity, and leaves in its wake a surface populated only by excess reactant.
We provide a suitable rate equation formulation for the initial disperse stage, but focus on a reaction-diffusion
equation analysis of reaction front propagation, examining, in detail, behavior for long times where the front is
nearly planar. We emphasize that it is necessary to incorporate the coverage-dependent and tensorial nature of
chemical diffusion in the mixed adlayer. Both these features reflect the interference on the surfacediffusion of
each adspecies by coadsorbed species. Thus, a key component of this work is the development of an
appropriate treatment of chemical diffusion in mixed layers of several adspecies.
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A lattice-gas model is developed to describe the reactive removal of a preadsorbed, mixed NO1CO
adlayer covering a Pt~100! surface, via reduction of NO with CO, and behavior of the model is
analyzed. Since NO dissociation requires an adjacent empty site, the NO1CO covered surface
constitutes an unstable steady state. The creation of vacancies leads NO dissociation, the reaction of
CO with the O formed by dissociation, the subsequent creation of more vacancies, and thus the
autocatalytic removal of the adlayer. The high mobility of most adspecies leads to an initial
‘‘disperse stage’’ of adlayer removal, characterized by an exponential increase in the number of
highly dispersed vacancies. Thereafter follows a transition to a ‘‘reaction front propagation’’ stage
of adlayer removal, where a chemical wave develops that propagates into the NO1CO covered
region of the surface with roughly constant velocity, and leaves in its wake a surface populated only
by excess reactant. We provide a suitable rate equation formulation for the initial disperse stage, but
focus on a reaction-diffusion equation analysis of reaction front propagation, examining, in detail,
behavior for long times where the front is nearly planar. We emphasize that it is necessary to
incorporate the coverage-dependent and tensorial nature of chemical diffusion in the mixed adlayer.
Both these features reflect the interference on the surface diffusion of each adspecies by coadsorbed
species. Thus, a key component of this work is the development of an appropriate treatment of
chemical diffusion in mixed layers of several adspecies. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~98!51618-2#
I. INTRODUCTION
A rich variety of spatiotemporal behavior has been ob-
served in catalytic surface reactions on single crystal sub-
strates under ultrahigh vacuum conditions: wave propagation
in bistable systems, spiral formation in excitable systems,
target patterns, Turing structures, etc., together with special
behavior in the case of anisotropic surfaces.1,2 These patterns
result from the interplay between the nonlinear reaction ki-
netics and the chemical diffusion of adspecies. Large hop
rates of some mobile adspecies produce mesoscopic charac-
teristic lengths and ‘‘large’’ wave propagation velocities.
Spatiotemporal behavior in these systems is usually analyzed
by mean-field ~MF! reaction-diffusion equations ~RDEs!,
where diffusion of distinct adspecies is treated as indepen-
dent, and is described by coverage-independent diffusion
coefficients.1,2 Such analyses have had considerable success,
despite the neglect of adlayer interactions and associated or-
dering, features that can strongly influence both the reaction
kinetics and the chemical diffusivity. Furthermore, it is not
generally recognized that for mixed adlayers, chemical dif-
fusion of each species is influenced in a complicated way by
the mere presence of coadsorbed species, even in the absence
of interactions beyond site blocking.3
A fundamental description of surface reactions, which
incorporates the effects of adlayer ordering and the compli-
cations of mixed adlayers, can be provided by an atomistic
lattice-gas ~LG! model treatment. We emphasize that, in con-
trast to the most previous LG modeling of surface reactions,
it is essential to incorporate realistic very high hop rates for
the more mobile adspecies. These hop rates are typically
orders of magnitude larger than other rates associated with
the reaction process. This high mobility is responsible for
both the metastability and hysteresis in the reaction kinetics
observed in most systems, as well as for the mesoscopic
length scale of spatial patterns. Given a specific LG reaction
model, one can examine the validity of standard MF
reaction-diffusion equation descriptions of behavior in the
‘‘hydrodynamic regime ’’ of high diffusivity. Furthermore,
an appropriate goal is to develop a refined, and ideally exact,
reaction-diffusion equation description of behavior. In this
respect, the main issue for the model considered here is the
appropriate description of the chemical diffusion in mixed
adlayers. This description must include a tensorial coupling
between diffusive fluxes and coverage gradients of different
adspecies, and a coverage dependence of the diffusion
coefficients.3
We shall restrict our attention in this work to a specific
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subclass of spatiotemporal phenomena in surface reactions
associated with the autocatalytic removal of unstable adlay-
ers of mixed reactants. In particular, we consider the reduc-
tion of adsorbed NO by some coadsorbed reactant following
dissociation of NO, for systems where NO dissociation re-
quires an adjacent empty adsorption site.1–6 In the simplest
situation, where adspecies adsorption or nonreactive desorp-
tion are absent, a surface that is completely covered by a
mixture of adsorbed NO and other reactants is in an unstable
steady state, due to the lack of empty adsorption sites re-
quired for NO dissociation. However, the creation of empty
sites or regions ~e.g., via nonreactive desorption, either ho-
mogeneously, or at defects! can initiate dissociation of NO,
and a subsequent reaction. This leads to the further autocata-
lytic creation of empty sites via subsequent dissociation and
reaction. As a result, one could anticipate a possible ‘‘explo-
sion’’ in the catalytic reaction rate.5 One might also envisage
subsequent ‘‘waves of transition’’ from the unstable covered
surface to some lower coverage state of excess reactant. A
generic definition and characterization of such waves is
given in Ref. 7.
Specifically, in this paper, we shall analyze a simplistic
LG model for the removal of mixed NO1CO adlayers via
NO reduction by CO. In Sec. II, we describe in detail our
idealized ‘‘NO1CO reaction model,’’ which excludes ad-
sorption and nonreactive desorption of reactants. Another
significant simplification is the neglect of interactions be-
tween adspecies ~other than site blocking, and reaction or
recombinative desorption of N!. However, the model incor-
porates nontrivial chemical diffusivity, due to the influence
of coadsorbed species. In Sec. III, we present the standard
mean-field reaction-diffusion equations corresponding to this
model, but without an explicit prescription of the diffusive
fluxes. The appropriate prescription of the nontrivial chemi-
cal diffusion in the mixed adlayers occurring in our model is
then developed in Sec. IV.
Next, we analyze the spatiotemporal behavior of the
model. In Sec. V, we examine the autocatalytic triggering
and dispersion of the NO1CO reaction from a localized
patch of empty sites, and then briefly describe the transition
to reaction front propagation. In Sec. VI, we describe planar
reaction front propagation in our model, presenting results
both from simulations and from reaction-diffusion equations
for the reaction front or chemical wave velocity, and for the
reaction front coverage profiles. In Sec. VII, we discuss some
refinements that would make our LG reaction model more
realistic, and summarize our findings in Sec. VIII.
II. LATTICE-GAS MODEL FOR THE NO1CO
REACTION WITH PREADSORBED REACTANTS
We now describe a simple lattice-gas ~LG! model for
NO reduction by CO on a Pt~100! surface, precovered by a
mixture of adsorbed NO and CO. In our model, we represent
the Pt~100! surface with a two-dimensional square lattice of
adsorption sites. In this regard, we note that the high initial
coverage prevents reconstruction to the ‘‘hex’’ state, and re-
moval of the adlayer is expected to occur on a faster time
scale than that for reconstruction.1,2 The steps in the reaction
are as follows:
NO~ads!1E!N~ads!1O~ads!,
CO~ads!1O~ads! CO2~gas!12E ,
and
N~ads!1N~ads! N2~gas!12E . ~1!
Here ~ads! represents an adsorbed molecule, ~gas! a molecule
in the gas phase, and E an empty surface site or ‘‘vacancy.’’
The first step above represents the spontaneous dissociation
of NO~ads!, at rate kNO per adjacent empty site @with O~ads!
residing on this adjacent site#. The second step is the reaction
between adjacent CO~ads!–O~ads! pairs, at rate kCO1O per
pair. The third step is the recombinative desorption of adja-
cent N~ads! pairs, at rate kN per pair. We use the experimen-
tal values8 for rates on Pt~100! at surface temperature T5400
K of kCO1O51.1 s21, kNO50.1 s21, and kN50.03 s21.4 See
Appendix A for a further discussion of the specification of
these rates in the lattice-gas model, and a comparison with
the traditional specification. In this model, there is no adsorp-
tion or desorption of reactant species, and we ignore adspe-
cies interactions other than site blocking @except for includ-
ing the reaction of adjacent CO~ads! and O~ads!, and the
recombinative desorption of nitrogen#.
In our model, we do incorporate hopping of adsorbed
species to adjacent empty sites at rates hNO , hCO , hN , and
hO ~per adjacent empty site! for NO~ads!, CO~ads!, N~ads!,
and O~ads!, respectively. In this paper, we report explicit
results only for the case hNO5hCO5hN5h , and hO50.
While the hop rates for CO~ads! and NO~ads! should be
similar, that for N~ads! is given the same value merely for
convenience. However, spatiotemporal behavior of the
model should not depend strongly on hNO , and will change
little if hNO and hCO are only approximately equal ~see Sec.
VII!. We are interested in the regime where h@1, corre-
sponding to typical experimental situations where hop rates
can be many orders of magnitude greater than other rates.
Below uJ will denote the partial coverages ~in ML! for
adspecies J5NO, CO, N, or O. First, consider the situation
where the surface is initially completely covered with a uni-
form, random mixture of NO~ads! and CO~ads!, so that
uNO1uCO51. Since NO~ads! and CO~ads! do not react di-
rectly, and since there are no empty sites to allow NO~ads!
dissociation, clearly this is a steady state. However, it is also
unstable, as is readily demonstrated by considering the effect
of introducing either a localized or extended region of empty
sites. Such empty sites allow NO~ads! to dissociate, creating
adjacent CO~ads!–O~ads! and N~ads!–N~ads! pairs, initiat-
ing the reaction and desorption steps, which create still more
empty sites. Exactly this type of autocatalytic removal of the
adlayer is analyzed in this paper. In Fig. 1, we show simu-
lation results from our LG model for adlayers that have
evolved from a surface covered by NO~ads! and CO~ads!,
except for an adjacent empty pair of sites. However, for pur-
poses of illustration, we use unphysically small h51 s21 to
obtain an adlayer removal in a fairly localized region. Note
the distinct behavior for different initial uNO ~or uCO! values.
In Fig. 1~a! @Fig. 1~c!#, where uNO.uCO (uNO,uCO), excess
O~ads! @excess CO~ads!# is evident, subsequent to reaction.
In Fig. 1~b!, where uNO5uCO, there is optimum adlayer re-
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moval. We do, however, emphasize that the h value in these
simulations is far too small, and that for more realistic large
values, the initial stage of adlayer removal is ‘‘much more
disperse.’’ See Sec. V for a detailed discussion.
III. MEAN-FIELD REACTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION
FORMALISM
We now present the mean-field ~MF! reaction-diffusion
equations ~RDEs! for the NO1CO model described in Sec.
II. In the mean-field approximation, spatial correlations in
the adlayer are ignored, so that pair probabilities can be fac-
tored as products of two single site probabilities or cover-
ages. This condition should be largely satisfied for the model
of interest here in the hydrodynamic regime of rapid diffu-
sion of ~most! adspecies, as a result of the lack of adspecies
interactions. However, some ‘‘weak’’ correlations still do
exist, as will be discussed in the following sections. None-
theless, neglecting such correlations, one obtains the MF
RDEs,
]uCO
]t
524kCO1OuCOuO2JCO ,
]uNO
]t
524kNOuNOuE2JNO ,
~2!
]uO
]t
524kCO1OuCOuO14kNOuNOuE ,
]uN
]t
524kNuN
2 14kNOuNOuE2JN .
Here again, uK is the fraction of surface sites occupied by
species K, where K5E denotes an empty site. In the RDEs,
the reaction, dissociation, and desorption terms are readily
identified. Recall that our rates are defined per pair of sites,
so the factor of ‘‘4’’ reflects the coordination number for the
square lattice.
The diffusive fluxes, JK , for adspecies K5CO, O, and
N, must be prescribed in terms of the adspecies coverages
and their gradients in order to close the above equations. The
flux, JK , is clearly dependent on the hop rate, hK , or equiva-
lently on the zero-coverage diffusion coefficient, DK
5a2hK , for the adspecies K. Here ‘‘a’’ is the surface lattice
constant, and we set hO50. The ‘‘standard’’ expression for
the diffusive flux of adspecies K is JK52DKuK , but this
is approximate as it ignores the influence on diffusion of
coadsorbed species. The modified expression, JK52DK(1
2uK8 )uK2DKuK¹uK8 , approximately accounts for this in-
fluence, where uK8 denotes the sum of the coverages of all
adspecies other than K.3,9 This modified expression is ob-
tained by ignoring all correlations between adspecies, and it
would be exact if all coadspecies were much more mobile
than K.9 Exact expressions for the JK are substantially more
complicated, and are given in the next section. With an ex-
plicit prescription of the JK , the equations ~2! can be inte-
grated using the ‘‘method of lines’’ where one first dis-
cretizes the spatial variables, and then applies standard
numerical techniques to integrate the resulting coupled non-
linear set of ordinary differential equations.10 Results utiliz-
ing this procedure are presented in the following sections.
IV. CHEMICAL DIFFUSION IN MIXED ADLAYERS FOR
THE NO1CO REACTION
Here, we describe chemical diffusion in an adlayer,
which includes a mixture of NO~ads!, CO~ads!, N~ads!, and
O~ads!. The diffusive flux of each adspecies depends on the
coverage gradients ~as well as the coverages! of all adspe-
cies, so one writes with complete generality,
FIG. 1. Simulated configurations for the early stages of the adlayer removal.
The initial conditions are a pair of empty sites on an otherwise NO1CO
covered surface, for ~a! uNO50.7; ~b! uNO50.5; ~c! uNO50.3. An unphysi-
cal ‘‘very small’’ value of h51 s21 is used here for purposes of illustration.
Symbols are s5NO~ads!, d5O~ads!, ^ 5CO~ads!, and m5N~ads!.
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S JNOJCOJN
JO
D 52S DNO,NO DNO,CO DNO,N DNO,ODCO,NO DCO,CO DCO,N DCO,ODN,NO DN,CO DN,N DN,O
DO,NO DO,CO DO,N DO,O
D
3S uNOuCOuN
uO
D . ~3!
The entries of this 434 matrix or tensor are the chemical
diffusion coefficients, and they are typically coverage depen-
dent. These entries satisfy a number of general properties:3
~i! Entries in the bottom row are identically zero, due to
the immobility of O~ads! in our model.
~ii! All entries are zero if the coverage of oxygen is
above a critical threshold, which precludes percolation of
sites not occupied by O~ads!. Above this threshold, since
clusters of adjacent non-O~ads! sites cease to span the sys-
tem, macroscopic diffusion of adspecies by hopping between
adjacent non-O~ads! sites is not possible. The actual value of
this threshold depends on the details of the spatial correla-
tions in the O~ads! distribution. However, diffusive behavior
just below this threshold exhibits universal features.
~iii! For low coverages of all species coadsorbed with K,
one naturally finds that DK,L scales like DK , for all L. For
vanishing coverages of all adspecies, one has DK,L
'dK,LDK . In general, however, the diffusivity of each ad-
species depends on the hop rates of the other mobile adspe-
cies ~as well as on the coverages of all coadsorbed species!.
For example, suppose that the coverage of O~ads! is below
the critical threshold mentioned above, but that the coverage
of some ‘‘less mobile’’ species, M, is sufficiently large that
together M~ads! and O~ads! block the percolation of sites
that are not occupied by either O~ads! or M~ads!. Then, to-
gether, M~ads! and O~ads! inhibit the diffusion of any other
more mobile adspecies, K, which are restricted to such sites.
As a result, the DK,L will scale like DM , rather like than
DK(@DM).
~iv! For a ‘‘jammed’’ surface, where the total coverage
is unity, diffusion involving hopping to vacant sites is ab-
sent, so JK5SLDK,LuL50, for all K. Note that this condi-
tion must be satisfied for any uL , subject to SLuL50
~since SLuL51!. Thus, it follows that for each K, one must
have DK,NO5DK,CO5DK,N5DK,O for such a jammed sur-
face.
~v! The diagonal entries, DK,K , have the following gen-
eral behavior. DK,K decreases with increasing coverages of
species coadsorbed with K, due to their increased interfer-
ence on the diffusion of K. For the same reason, DK,K de-
creases with decreasing hop rates of the species coadsorbed
with K ~for fixed coverages of these adspecies!. For vanish-
ingly small coverage of adspecies K, DK,K corresponds to the
‘‘generalized’’ tracer diffusion coefficient11 for a tracer par-
ticle K in a ‘‘bath’’ of other coadsorbed species, which gen-
erally have different hop rates.
We now restrict our attention to a special case of our
NO1CO model, where hNO5hCO5hN5h and hO50. Here,
it is possible to determine the exact form of the DK,L exploit-
ing special symmetries and a dimensional reduction that fol-
low for equal hop rates, and also exploiting simplifying fea-
tures due to the lack of interactions ~other than site
blocking!. One key observation here is that the total cover-
age of the mobile adspecies must satisfy the diffusion equa-
tion for a single adspecies with hop rate h . Due to the lack of
interactions, this corresponds to the discrete diffusion equa-
tion for a single particle.12,13 A second observation is that,
for a specific mobile adspecies, the other coadsorbed mobile
adspecies act as a single species ~with a hop rate the same as
the specific adspecies!. Given these observations, the behav-
ior of chemical diffusion in the NO1CO model follows from
the simpler case of a mixed adlayer with just two species, A
and B, say, which is reviewed in Appendix B. Results from
this Appendix are utilized below, where two general cases
are considered. The simplest case is when uO is negligible,
so diffusion of the mobile adspecies occurs on a ‘‘perfect
lattice.’’ However, when uO is significant, diffusion occurs
in a system with static disorder, corresponding to a lattice
with some fraction of ‘‘blocked’’ sites ~i.e., those occupied
by oxygen!.
First, for simplicity, we describe the case where uO is
negligible, so there are only three species present, all mobile
with the same hop rate. This situation is effectively realized
when CO~ads! is initially in excess of NO~ads!, since there is
not a significant buildup of O~ads!. Treating these three ad-
species as indistinguishable, they constitute a noninteracting
lattice gas of total coverage u5uCO1uNO1uN . Its chemical
diffusion coefficient corresponds to the single-particle diffu-
sion coefficient D05a2h , independent of u,12 and its tracer
diffusion coefficient has the form11 D tr(u)5D0(12u) f (u).
The latter corresponds to the diffusion coefficient for a
tagged particle in a bath of particles with the same hop rate
of coverage u, and the ‘‘correlation factor’’ satisfies f (x)
'120.621x10.087x2, in the absence of spatial
correlations.3 See Appendix C. Consider now the diffusion
of CO~ads!. Our generic treatment in Appendix B of the
diffusion of two adspecies with equal hop rates is trivially
generalized to cover this situation by identifying uA5uCO
and uB5uN1uNO . In this way, one finds that
JCO52D tr~u!uCO2 uCO@D
02D tr~u!#
u
~uCO
1uNO1uN!. ~4!
Analogous expressions apply for JNO and JN .
Second, we consider the much more complicated case
where there is a significant amount of immobile O~ads! in
the system. Here, it is instructive to present the result as a
generalization of ~4! by introducing suitably refined defini-
tions of several quantities. The mobile adspecies are now
diffusing on a surface ‘‘reduced’’ in area by a factor of
~12uO), so it is natural to define a local adspecies coverages
as uCO
loc 5uCO/~12uO), etc., and a local total coverage for
mobile adspecies of uloc5~uCO1uNO1uN!/~12uO!. As above,
treating the noninteracting mobile adspecies as indistinguish-
able, they constitute a noninteracting lattice gas with local
coverage u loc, diffusing in a disordered environment created
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by the coadsorbed O. The chemical diffusion coefficient,
Dperc(uO), for this lattice gas is independent of u loc, and is
given by the coefficient for percolative diffusion of a single
particle in this disordered system.3,13 Thus, Dperc decreases
from D0 to zero, as uO increases from zero to the percolation
threshold above which O~ads! blocks pathways of other sites
from connecting opposite sides of the system. See Appendix
B for more details. We naturally write the tracer diffusion
coefficient for this lattice gas of local coverage u loc in the
disordered environment of coadsorbed O as
D tr
uO~u loc!5Dperc~uO!~12u loc! f uO~u loc!.
The factor Dperc accounts for the feature that diffusion must
cease above the percolation threshold, and the correlation
factor, f uO(u loc), will be modified from f (u) to account for
the complicated influence of the immobile O~ads!. See Ap-
pendix C. Finally, we must account for the feature that a
gradient in the coverage of the immobile O~ads! also induces
a diffusive flux of CO~ads!. The precise form of this contri-
bution is described in part ~I! of Appendix B. Thus, incorpo-
rating all the above modifications, one obtains
JCO52D tr
uO~u loc!uCO
2
uCO
loc @Dperc~uO!2D tr
uO~u loc!#
u loc
~uCO1uNO
1uN!2uCO Dperc~uO!~12uO! uO , ~5!
which accounts for all the entries in the second row of the
434 diffusion tensor. Analogous expressions apply for JNO
and JN .
V. TRIGGERING THE REMOVAL OF UNSTABLE
NO1CO ADLAYERS
Here we describe the initial stages of the removal of a
NO1CO adlayer from a surface that is covered, except for a
localized cluster of N0 empty sites. We consider only the
special case of our NO1CO model, where hNO5hCO5hN5h
is large, and where hO50. First, a qualitative description of
the removal process is presented. Because of the high hop
rate, the cluster of N0 initially empty sites will quickly be-
come a disperse set of isolated empty sites. Note that since
NO~ads!, CO~ads!, and N~ads! have the same hop rate, as
long as the empty sites are isolated, and surrounded by these
species, vacancy diffusion corresponds to a random walk
with the same hop rate, h . Each empty site will be filled after
a time tNO;1/kNO due to dissociation of an adjacent
NO~ads!, creating an adjacent O~ads!–N~ads! pair. If at least
one of the nearest neighbors of the O~ads! thus created is a
CO~ads!, then a pair of empty sites is created, due to reac-
tion, after an additional time tCO1O;1/kCO1O . Because of
the high hop rate, this empty pair will rapidly diffuse apart,
and again become isolated empty sites. In this picture, iso-
lated empty sites diffuse at rate h , giving birth to other
empty sites at rate 1/t , with t;tNO1tCO1O . Thus, initially,
the total number of empty sites increases exponentially on a
time scale t.
Because the processes of diffusion and the creation of
empty sites are random, the empty sites will be distributed
spatially with a Gaussian distribution centered on the middle
of the initial cluster of empty sites. The standard deviation of
this distribution is given by A2 times the diffusion length
(Dt)1/2, where D}a2h is an effective diffusion coefficient
for empty sites.
This ‘‘disperse stage’’ of adlayer removal cannot be sus-
tained indefinitely, since the empty sites grow in number
exponentially, but they are effectively confined to a region
the area of which grows like the square of the diffusion
length, and thus grows only linearly in time. Consequently,
eventually the coverage of empty sites in the vicinity of the
initial empty cluster becomes of order unity, and there is a
transition to a ‘‘front-propagation stage’’ of adlayer re-
moval, where a circular reaction front expands at roughly
constant velocity. Figure 2 provides a schematic of these two
distinct stages of adlayer removal.
Next, we provide a more quantitative description of this
disperse stage, and then briefly discuss the transition to front
propagation. A detailed analysis of the behavior of the front
propagation velocity will be presented in the following sec-
tion. It is possible to provide a mean-field rate equation-type
analysis of the evolution of the number of empty sites, and of
related quantities, in the disperse stage of removal of an ad-
layer. In this way, we can, for example, calculate exactly the
characteristic time, t. Let us start with an adlayer that is a
uniform, random mixture of NO~ads! and CO~ads!, with cov-
erages uNO and uCO ~satisfying uNO1uCO51!, except for a
cluster of N0 empty sites. During the subsequent evolution,
let NE denote the number of empty sites, NO the number of
O~ads! atoms, NN the number of N~ads! atoms, and
dNCO@dNNO# the decrease in the number of CO~ads!
@NO~ads!# molecules. Then, analogous to conventional MF
rate equations ~2!, one obtains
dNE
dt 524kNOuNONE12zkCO1OuCONO
and
dNO
dt 54kNOuNONE2zkCO1OuCONO , ~6a!
which form a closed pair of equations. We ignore the cre-
ation of empty sites via recombinative desorption of N~ads!,
since these adspecies are highly dispersed at this stage. For
completeness, we also provide the rate equations for other
key quantities mentioned above,
ddNCO
dt 52zkCO1OuCONO ,
ddNNO
dt 524kNOuNONE , and
dNN
dt 54kNOuNONE .
~6b!
We now discuss the generalized coordination number, z ,
which appears in the CO~ads!1O~ads! reaction term of both
sets of equations. As a first approximation, one might choose
a value of z'3 for the following reason. When a NO~ads!
dissociates, one site adjacent to the created O~ads! is guaran-
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teed to be an N~ads!, so this leaves only three possible neigh-
boring sites that could accommodate a CO~ads!. This value
of the coordination number is in contrast to z54 appearing
in the conventional rate equations ~2!, and it provides one
example of the type of spatial correlations not accounted for
in conventional MF treatments. However, in assigning z
'3, we have assumed that each O~ads! is surrounded by one
N~ads! and a total of three CO~ads! or NO~ads! up until
reaction, i.e., we have assumed that the local environment of
the O~ads! is not ‘‘randomized’’ before reaction by a diffus-
ing vacancy. In fact, such randomization becomes increas-
ingly likely as the explosion develops, and the density of
vacancies increases. Thus z should increase from z'3 to z
54 during adlayer removal. See Appendix D for details.
The closed pair of linear equations ~6a! can be solved
exactly. Casting these in matrix form, one can determine the
two eigenvalues l6 of the 232 evolution matrix that con-
trols time evolution. These satisfy l11l2524kNOuNO
2zkCOuCO and l1l2524zkNOuNOkCO1OuCO . Here l1
.0.l2 , so the characteristic time describing the exponen-
tial increase in the number of empty sites satisfies t
51/l1 . For kCO1OuCO substantially larger than kNOuNO , l2
far exceeds l1 in magnitude, and one has
t'
4kNOuNO1zkCO1OuCO
4zkNOkCO1OuNOuCO
, with uNO1uCO51. ~7!
An eigenvector analysis shows that, to a first approximation,
one has NE'et/tN0, for large t . A similar analysis is pos-
sible for the other quantities.
To quantify the spatial distribution of these various ad-
species, we first determine more precisely the effective dif-
fusion coefficient, D , for empty sites. Now, the mean life-
time for diffusion of an empty site after being created by
reaction of CO~ads! and O~ads!, and before being filled due
to NO~ads! dissociation, is tNO5(4kNOuNO)21. Also, the
mean time of ‘‘dormancy’’ after which the vacancy that was
filled by O~ads! from the dissociation process is ‘‘reborn’’ by
reaction with an adjacent CO~ads! is tCO1O
5(zkCO1OuCO)21. Thus, the hop rate of empty sites is ef-
fectively reduced by a factor tNO /(tNO1tCO1O), so that
D5a2hS 4kNOuNOzkCO1OuCO 11 D
21
. ~8!
As noted above, the process of random diffusion and cre-
ation of empty sites leads to a Gaussian distribution of these
vacancies on the surface. So if r denotes the distance from
the location of the cluster of empty sites at t50, then in the
continuum regime of large D , one has
uE~r ,t !5
Noet/t
4pDt exp~2r
2/4Dt !. ~9!
Equation ~9! is valid only in the ‘‘disperse stage’’ of the
explosion, for ‘‘short’’ times when NOet/t/4pDt!1. As
noted previously, a transition to ‘‘front propagation’’ occurs
thereafter. Finally, we also note that expressions similar to
Eq. ~9! can be obtained for distribution of O~ads! and N~ads!,
as well as for the depletion of CO~ads! and NO~ads!.
We have performed a more complete analysis of the sur-
face explosion, valid for ‘‘long’’ times, as follows. We use
~9!, and analogous expressions for the distributions of vari-
ous adspecies, for some ‘‘short’’ time, t , as the ‘‘initial’’
conditions for the reaction-diffusion equations ~2!. Numeri-
cal integration of these equations, with diffusive fluxes from
Sec. IV, reveals that as uE(0,t) increases to become of order
unity, there is indeed a transition to a regime where the ad-
layer is removed by propagation of a circularly expanding
front. As this front propagates outward, its radius of curva-
ture, R , increases, and according to conventional reaction-
diffusion equation analyses, its propagation velocity behaves
like V(R)'V`(11Lc /R), where Lc;(D0t)1/2 is a charac-
teristic diffusion length.6 To analyze the asymptotic behavior
FIG. 2. Schematic of the transition from the ‘‘disperse stage’’ to the ‘‘front
propagation stage’’ of adlayer removal. ~a! Development of the reaction
from a single empty site. This site is first filled due to NO dissociation, and
then converted to an adjacent empty pair by a subsequent reaction. The
empty pair separates a distance of order L05(D0t)1/2 before one or both of
these are filled by NO dissociation. Subsequent reaction, diffusion, and NO
dissociation lead to an exponential increase in NE . ~b! Development of the
disperse stage over a region with dimension of order Ldisperse5(D0t)1/2, a
time t after initiation of the reaction. The transition to front propagation with
velocity V , so L front;Vt;(D0/t)1/2t;Ldisperse(t/t)1/2, for t@t .
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for large R , it suffices to consider the steady-state propaga-
tion of a planar front with constant velocity, V` , ahead of
which is the unstable NO1CO covered surface, in the wake
of which is any excess reactant @i.e., O~ads! if uNO.uCO ,
and CO~ads! if uNO.uCO#. We do not present detailed re-
sults for circular front propagation here, but rather focus on
planar front propagation in the next section.
However, in Fig. 3, we do show simulation results for
the propagation of a circular front, and for a corresponding
planar front, with h510 s21. This hopping rate, h , is two
orders of magnitude larger than that for the rate controlling
step of NO dissociation, but it is still much smaller than the
expected physical value. As a result, fluctuations in the po-
sition of the front are evident. These would be quenched for
substantially higher values of h , producing a picture consis-
tent with the deterministic reaction-diffusion equation
predictions.14,15
Finally, we note that since real surfaces are spatially
finite, very high hop rates of the mobile adspecies could al-
low the vacancies to disperse to the boundaries of the system
before a transition to reaction front propagation can occur
~adlayer removal occuring via a homogeneous reactive state!.
If adlayer removal occurred independently on the individual
‘‘narrow’’ terraces on a surface, then this scenario would
likely apply. However, there is typically diffusive coupling
across steps separating these terraces.16 Thus, in general, one
expects several empty patches acting as triggering ‘‘centers’’
for adlayer removal. If these centers are close, once again a
homogeneous reactive state will develop, without front
propagation. However, if they are far enough apart, circular
reaction fronts will form about each center, expanding and
eventually colliding with the other fronts. Our characteriza-
tion of an individual expanding front could be incorporated
into an Avrami-type formalism17 to determine the overall
kinetics of adlayer removal involving multiple interacting
fronts @for either heterogeneous nucleation of fronts at de-
fects, or homogeneous nucleation by thermal desorption of
CO~ads! or NO~ads!#.
VI. REMOVAL OF NO1CO ADLAYERS VIA REACTION
FRONT PROPAGATION
Here, we consider the removal of a NO1CO adlayer via
planar reaction front propagation. We have performed
simulations of this process for our LG NO1CO reaction
model. The initial conditions consisted of an M3N site lat-
tice ~typically 80031200 sites! completely covered with a
random mixture of NO~ads! and CO~ads!, where uNO1uCO
51, except for several rows on one boundary of the lattice
FIG. 3. Simulated configurations of the NO1CO model with h510 s21
~which is still unphysically small!, and uNO50.7. To highlight the removal
of the NO1CO adlayer, only NO~ads! and CO~ads! locations are shown
using the same plot symbol: ~a! a 2003200 site region containing a spread-
ing circular reaction front; ~b! a 1003300 site region containing a planar
reaction front.
FIG. 4. Simulated 603200 site con-
figuration of a planar reaction front
with uNO50.5 and h540 s21. The
NO1CO covered region is at the bot-
tom. Symbols are s5NO~ads!, d
5O~ads!, ^ 5CO~ads!, and m
5N~ads!.
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that are vacated to initiate the reaction. We set hNO5hCO
5hN5h , and hO50. The adjustable parameters in the simu-
lation are the initial coverage of NO~ads! or of CO~ads! on
the surface, and the hop rate, h . After a transient period, a
reaction front forms and propagates across the surface at
constant velocity, V ~corresponding to V` in Sec. V!. Such a
front is shown in Fig. 4. Since the reaction front velocity
varies like V;(D0/t)1/2, with D05a2h , we define a scaled
velocity, y5V/(D0)1/2, which approaches a finite limiting
value in the hydrodynamic limit, h!` . However, conver-
gence is somewhat slow, so we linearly extrapolate data for
h<200 plotting y vs h21/2 to estimate the limiting y .3,15
Our key results are presented in Fig. 5, showing the
scaled velocity of the planar reaction front versus the initial
concentration of NO~ads! on the surface. We have compared
the ‘‘exact’’ simulation values with the predictions of MF
reaction-diffusion equations ~RDEs! using various prescrip-
tions for diffusion. These include ~i! the standard treatment,
DK,M5DKdK,M ; ~ii! a modified treatment, where DK,M
5DK(12uK8 )dK,M1DKuK(12dK,M), and where uK8 denotes
the sum of the coverages of all adspecies other than K;3,9 ~iii!
the exact treatment, as described in Sec. IV. The standard
treatment of diffusion produces a velocity substantially
higher than the exact result. This is expected since the inter-
ference of coadsorbed species on diffusion is completely ig-
nored. The modified and exact treatments both account for
such interference, and both give predictions agreeing well
with the simulation results. ~However, they have been found
to differ significantly for other models, the latter being more
accurate.3,15! As an aside, we remark that V predicted by the
RDEs increased slowly in time toward its steady-state value,
so suitable extrapolation was used to determine the latter.
See Appendix E. Such an increase was not evident in our LG
model simulations, within the substantial noise, but no doubt
it would be apparent for much larger h .
Next, we examine the steady-state coverage profiles
across the propagating reaction front, for various initial con-
centrations of NO~ads! or CO~ads!. ‘‘Exact’’ LG model
simulation results are shown in Fig. 6. The profiles from the
RDEs are shown in Fig. 7, using the exact treatment of dif-
fusion ~although profiles from the standard and modified
treatments of diffusion are actually very similar!. The latter
agree well with simulation results. As expected, based on
stoichiometric considerations, there is a significant buildup
of O~ads! in the wake of the reaction front when uNO. 12, and
of CO~ads!, when uNO, 12. It is appropriate to note that even
when there is a significant buildup of O~ads!, the percolative
nature of the diffusion has only a minor effect on the veloc-
ity. This is because the O~ads! buildup is in the wake of the
chemical wave, whereas the velocity is presumably con-
FIG. 5. Scaled chemical wave velocity, n5V/(D0)1/2 ~in s21/2! vs uNO ~in
ML! for the covered portion of the surface. Results are shown from simu-
lations of the LG reaction model, and from the reaction-diffusion equations,
using various prescriptions of chemical diffusion ~see the text!.
FIG. 6. Concentration profiles ~in ML! from simulations of the LG reaction
model with h550 s21: top to bottom, uNO50.3, 0.5, 0.7 for the covered
portion of the surface.
FIG. 7. Concentration profiles ~in ML! from RDE analysis with D0550: top
to bottom, uNO50.3, 0.5, 0.7 for the covered portion of the surface.
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trolled by the highly reactive front portion. A long tail of
N~ads! behind the wave reflects the slow removal of N~ads!
due to the small value of kN . Note that for uNO. 12, the
N~ads! cannot be completely removed in the LG model ~un-
like the MF treatment!, since isolated N~ads! can be perma-
nently corralled by excess immobile O~ads!.
VII. MODEL REFINEMENTS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENT
There are several key refinements to the above simple
model that would be necessary for quantitative comparison
with experiment. Many of these are consequences of adspe-
cies interactions, and are addressed heuristically in the origi-
nal MF modeling of the experimental reaction kinetics.4,5 We
now discuss the some of these complications, for simplicity
focusing only on situations with negligible coverage of
O~ads! and N~ads!.
A. Unequal hop rates for NOads and COads
While the diffusion of NO and CO should be similar,
there will certainly be some difference between hNO and
hCO . Then, even neglecting adspecies interactions, the spe-
cial symmetry properties of the system when hNO5hCO are
lost, as are exact forms for the diffusion tensor D ~see Sec.
IV and Appendix B!. However, since the form of the diffu-
sion coefficients will vary continuously as these rates be-
come unequal,18 there will be no qualitative change in the
spatiotemporal features of the reaction model.
B. Adspecies interactions and chemical diffusion
Interactions between adspecies ~in addition to simple site
blocking! will certainly have a significant influence on
chemical diffusion, and thus on reaction front propagation.
There have been extensive studies of the effect of interac-
tions on both chemical and tracer diffusion in interacting
adlayers consisting of a single species.19 Generalization to
the case of mixed adlayers has not been considered, although
this has great practical significance in the context of surface
reactions. However, such generalization is readily achieved
in some idealized situations of relevance to the NO1CO
reaction system. For simplicity, assume that NO~ads! and
CO~ads! have the same hop rates and interactions ~i.e., the
CO–CO, NO–NO, and CO–NO interactions are equivalent!,
and neglect O~ads! and N~ads!. Then, the formula ~4! of Sec.
IV, or ~B2! in Appendix B, are readily extended by replacing
the coverage-independent chemical diffusion coefficient,
D05a2h , with the appropriate nontrivial coverage depen-
dent function, Dchem(u), where Dchem(u)!D0, as u!0.
Likewise, the tracer diffusion coefficient is replaced by the
appropriate function for the interacting lattice gas. These
functions have been characterized, e.g., for the case of
nearest-neighbor repulsive interactions, which provides a
reasonable first-order description of the interactions between
NO~ads! and CO~ads!.19
C. Refined description of NO dissociation
In our model, dissociation of NO~ads! is operative for all
u'uNO1uCO,1. However, in the original MF modeling,4,5
dissociation of NO~ads! was only operative for u below an
‘‘inhibition’’ coverage of u inh'0.6. The dissociation rate
was chosen to decrease linearly to zero, as u increased to
u inh . Presumably, complete inhibition at u inh is due to the
formation of some near-perfect NO1CO superlattice order-
ing of the adlayer ~due to adspecies interactions!, and the
linear behavior below the inhibition coverage might reflect
the appearance of ‘‘defects’’ in such an overlayer. This linear
increase ~rather than a slower increase! in dissociation rate
below the critical coverage is likely important for describing
the explosive nature of adlayer removal.
Nonetheless, it has been suggested that the overall be-
havior of the dissociation rate for 0<u<1 might be mim-
icked by selecting a total dissociation rate of the form
(12u)x, with x.1.20 Such a choice leads to kinetic oscilla-
tions upon incorporating adsorption and desorption into the
model.20 It is natural to interpret the choice x52 in the con-
text of a lattice-gas model as implying that dissociation of
NO~ads! requires two empty sites ~also see Appendix A!. For
adlayer removal via planar front propagation in this model
with the two-site requirement for NO dissociation, we find
significant differences in the propagation velocity predicted
by RDEs with the exact treatment, and with both the stan-
dard and modified treatments of chemical diffusion.
D. Adsorption and nonreactive desorption of NO and
CO
In typical experimental situations including adsorption
and nonreactive desorption of NO and CO, one often finds a
metastable or an unstable steady state corresponding to an
unreactive mostly NO1CO covered surface. However, there
may also exist a more stable, and sometimes oscillatory, re-
active state. In such cases, the more stable state can displace
the unreactive state producing wave propagation.6 A similar
situation exists when the unreactive surface covered by ad-
sorbed NO and other reactants is actually stable, but the sys-
tem is ‘‘excitable.’’ In this case, excited pulses of reaction
can travel through the stable covered surface.6 In both these
situations, one would expect that near the front of the wave,
the dominant processes are NO dissociation and reaction.
Since behavior in this region presumably determines the
propagation velocity of the wave, behavior of this velocity
should be elucidated to some degree with a simpler model
excluding adsorption and desorption of the type analyzed
above.
Finally, we note that the inclusion of interactions im-
poses certain detailed-balance relationships between adsorp-
tion and desorption rates for NO and CO. Choosing the
former independent of coverage requires the latter depend on
the local environment of the desorbing species in a way that
reflects these interactions. In the original MF modeling, this
feature was mimicked through a coverage dependence in the
activation barriers for desorption, which was identified as a
key factor in creating conditions for self-sustained kinetic
oscillations.4
There have been several experimental studies using pho-
toemission electron microscopy ~PEEM!2,21,22 of chemical
wave propagation and spatial pattern formation in the
NO1CO reaction on Pt~100!. PEEM has the contrast to dis-
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criminate between NO1CO covered unreactive states, and
reactive or oxygen rich states on the surface, and the resolu-
tion to image spatial patterns. Thus, the technique might be
used to quantify the features of the front propagation de-
scribed in Sec. VI. However, the experiments to date have
focused on substantially more complicated situations, includ-
ing adsorption of reactants. Studies around 470–480 K char-
acterized the sequence of spatial patterns formed preceding
the transition to a spatially uniform reactive state via global
synchronization of oscillations.21 Studies around 410–440 K
considered front nucleation and propagation in a bistable re-
gime, where a metastable NO1CO covered state coexists
with a more stable reactive oscillatory state.22 As noted pre-
viously in this section, behavior in the latter situation should
be somewhat similar to wave propagation from an unstable
state discussed in Sec. IV. However, at present, PEEM data
is not available that studies the behavior of propagation ve-
locity, at fixed T , varying the relative concentrations of
NO~ads! and CO~ads! on the surface.
VIII. SUMMARY
We have provided a quantitative characterization of vari-
ous stages of the removal of unstable NO1CO adlayers from
Pt~100! via the NO-reduction reaction. A novel rate equation
analysis reveals the behavior of the number of vacancies, N0,
and of related quantities, in the initial ‘‘disperse stage’’ of
adlayer removal, which is characterized by an autocatalytic
exponential increase in N0. We also discuss the transition to
a ‘‘front propagation’’ stage of adlayer removal, and provide
a detailed analysis of planar front propagation via reaction-
diffusion equations. To this end, it is necessary to develop an
appropriate treatment of chemical diffusion in mixed adlay-
ers, incorporating its coverage-dependent and tensorial na-
ture, both these features reflecting the interference of chemi-
cal diffusion of adspecies on surfaces by coadsorbed species.
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APPENDIX A: SPECIFICATION OF RATES IN THE
LATTICE-GAS MODEL
We show how our specification of rates ~per pair of
sites! in the LG model leads to the familiar terms in the MF
rate equations. Consider as a first example, the NO-
dissociation process with a single empty site requirement, as
in our basic model in Sec. III. Here, kNO denotes the disso-
ciation rate per adjacent empty site. To determine the total
dissociation rate per NO~ads! molecule, one must account
for all possible configurations of the four sites neighboring
this molecule. There are ( i4) configurations with i empty and
42i occupied sites, each of which occur with probability
u42i(12u) i, in the MF approximation, and for each of
which the dissociation rate is ikNO . Thus, summing over all
these possibilities yields a total dissociation rate of
S i50 – 4iS 4i D u42i~12u! ikNO54~12u!kNO54uEkNO ,
~A1!
consistent with the rate equations ~2!.
We consider as a second example the NO-dissociation
process with a double empty-site requirement, as in the
modified model outlined in Sec. VIII. Let kNO8 denote the
dissociation rate per pair of adjacent empty sites. Now since
the ( i4) configurations with i empty, and 42i occupied sites,
each have (2i ) pairs of empty sites, the contribution to the
dissociation rate is (2i )kNO . Thus, summing over all these
possibilities yields a total dissociation rate of
S i50 – 4S i2 D S 4i D u42i~12u! ikNO8
56~12u!2kNO8 56uE
2 kNO8 . ~A2!
Thus, to summarize the above analyses, if kNO
0 denotes the
dissociation rate for an isolated NO~ads!, one would set
kNO
0 54kNO56kNO8 .
APPENDIX B: CHEMICAL DIFFUSION IN MIXED
ADLAYERS
Consider chemical diffusion in a mixed adlayer of two
noninteracting species, A and B, which hop to adjacent
empty sites at rates hA and hB , respectively. The diffusive
fluxes, JK , of species K5A and B are related to their infini-
tesimal coverage gradients by3
S JAJBD 52S DAA DABDBA DBBD SuAuBD . ~B1!
We will focus on the diffusion of A on a perfect lattice, and
consider two cases: ~I! hA5h and hB50; ~II! hA5hB5h .
We also consider the generalization of ~II! to a disordered
lattice in ~III!, and to interacting lattice gases in ~IV!. Below
we set D05a2h , where ‘‘a’’ is the lattice constant.
~I! Immobile B: When hA5h and hB50, A diffuses
through a static disordered environment of coadsorbed B.
The lack of interactions between adspecies implies that the
diffusion of species A is described by single-particle
equations,12,13 and DAA equals the single-particle diffusion
coefficient. The theory of transport in percolative systems
shows that DAA5Dperc(uB) decreases with increasing uB
from D0, when uB50, to zero at the threshold, uB5u*,
where non-B sites cease to percolate.23 One has Dperc(uB)
'D0@12(p21)uB2auB2 1O(uB3 )# , where a depends on
correlations in the B adlayer.15,24 We use the quadratic ap-
proximation in our treatment of O adlayers with the random
percolation value of a'0.771.
The diffusive flux of A due to a gradient in the coverage
of coadsorbed B is accounted for by DAB.0. Since the mas-
ter equations for diffusion of A reduce to single-particle
equations, even for nonuniform B, the magnitude of this flux
must be proportional to uA , and DAB5uAG(uB). To deter-
mine G(uB), consider a ‘‘jammed’’ surface where uA1uB
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51, so that uA52uB . Since here JA50, it follows
that DAA5DAB , which, in turn, implies3,15 G(uB)
5Dperc(uB)/(12uB).
~II! Equal mobility: When hA5hB , the total coverage
must satisfy the classic diffusion equation for a noninteract-
ing single-species lattice gas12 with hop rate h , so it follows
that DAA1DBA5DAB1DBB5D0. If DAA5D(uA ,uB),
then, by symmetry, DBB5D(uB ,uA), so all entries are de-
termined by the single function D(x ,y). In the limit uA
!0, D(01 ,uB)5D tr(uB)5D0(12uB) f (uB) reduces to the
tracer diffusion coefficient3,15 for a particle in a bath of
particles with the same hop rate of density uB . The ‘‘corre-
lation factor’’ satisfies3 f (x)'120.621x10.087x2. At jam-
ming, where uA!12uB , one has DAA5DAB5D02DBB ,
so D(12uB ,uB)1D(uB,12uB)5D0, indicating that
D(12uB ,uB)5D0(12uB). If PA5uA /u and PB5uB /u ,
where u5uA1uB , then one can show that, in general,25
D~uA ,uB!5PAD01PBD tr~u!
5D tr~u!1PA@D02D tr~u!# . ~B2!
~III! Disordered systems where some fraction of sites, q ,
are ‘‘blocked,’’ i.e., these sites cannot be occupied by A or
B. When hA5hB , a natural extension of the result ~B2! is
possible. D0 is replaced by the chemical diffusion coeffi-
cient, Dperc(q), for the disordered system, which is indepen-
dent of uA and uB , and corresponds to the single-particle
diffusion coefficient. Likewise, the tracer diffusion coeffi-
cient, D tr , is replaced by the appropriate function for the
disordered system. One has D tr<Dperc , equality being
achieved when u5uA1uB'0. See Appendix C.
~IV! Interacting systems for which A and B are indistin-
guishable with regard to interactions and hop rates. A natural
extension of the result ~B2! is obtained after replacing
D0 by the nontrivial chemical diffusion coefficient,
Dchem(u5uA1uB), for the single-species interacting system,
and after replacing D tr by the corresponding tracer diffusion
coefficient,25 D tr(u5uA1uB).
APPENDIX C: TRACER DIFFUSION IN DISORDERED
SYSTEMS
The tracer diffusion coefficient in a disordered system
with a nonzero fraction, uO , of sites blocked by immobile
O~ads!, is naturally written as
D tr
uO~u loc!5Dperc~uO!~12u loc! f uO~u loc!, ~C1!
where u loc5u/(12uO) denotes the local coverage of diffus-
ing adspecies. For a perfect lattice with uO50, a quadratic
approximation to f uO50(x)5120.621x10.087x2 is uni-
formly accurate.3,11 Thus, in the more general case, we natu-
rally represent the correlation factor by the form f uO(u loc)
511a(uO)u loc1b(uO)(u loc)2, and seek simple approxima-
tions for the uO dependence of the coefficients. From simu-
lations with randomly distributed O~ads! for u loc50.5 and
0.9, we extract f uO(0.5) and f uO(0.9), for various uO
50,0.1,0.2,... . Then, using quadratic fits to the uO depen-
dence of these functions, we obtain a(uO)520.621
21.15uO21.00(uO)2 and b(uO)50.08710.432uO
10.610(uO)2. These results for the correlation factor are
shown in Fig. 8.
Note that for a perfect lattice (uO50), the correlation
factor as u!1 satisfies f (1)5(11^cos w&)/(12^cos w&)
'0.466. Here, w is the angle between successive jumps of
the tracer induced by repeated exchange with a single va-
cancy on the lattice,11,26 and one assumes that the angle, wn ,
between jumps n steps apart satisfies ^cos wn&5^cos w&n.
This formula is not expected to generalize to yield exactly
f uO(1), when uO.0, since the correlations in the tracer’s
walk are more complicated, being accounted for partly by
the term Dperc , and partly by f uO(1). However, the above
formula does reasonably match our simulation results for
uO>0.
APPENDIX D: REACTION RATE AT THE ONSET OF
ADLAYER REMOVAL
At the onset of adlayer removal, NO~ads! adjacent to
isolated vacancies dissociates at rate kNO , creating an O~ads!
surrounded by one N~ads!, and three other species that are
either NO~ads! or CO~ads!. This configuration is frozen, ei-
ther until reaction, which occurs at rate kCO1O per CO~ads!
adjacent to the O~ads!, or until it is ‘‘randomized’’ by a
FIG. 8. Variation of the correlation factor with local coverage, u loc ~in ML!
for tracer diffusion in a disordered environment with a fraction, uO , of sites
blocked. Solid circles are simulation data for uO50. Lines represent qua-
dratic approximations for various uO ~see the text!. Top to bottom: uO50,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.407 ~the percolation threshold!.
FIG. 9. Time evolution of the scaled velocity, n ~in s1/2!, in the NO1CO
model with 1/t ~in s21!, showing the extrapolation used to determine its
steady-state value. Here, we have set uNO50.5.
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diffusing vacancy. Thus, it is natural to consider the prob-
ability, P(r), that such a frozen configuration is visited by a
vacancy traveling a displacement r before reaction. Let
Fn(r) denote the probability for visitation by the vacancy for
the first time after n hops. Then, since the probability for no
reaction in a time t is exp@23tkCO1OuCO# , and since n hops
occur in a time t'n/(4h), it follows that
P~r!'Sn>0Fn~r!exp@2~3kCO1OuCOn !/~4h !#
5F~r,j5exp@2~3/4!kCO1OuCO /h# !. ~D1!
The generating function F(r,j)5Sn>0Fn(r)jn, and thus
P(r), have well-documented properties in the relevant
regime of 12j'3kCO1OuCO /(4h)!1.27 Specifically,
P(r) makes a transition from unity to zero, as r5uru
increases through values of order rc5a(12j)21/2
;a(kCO1OuCO)21/2h1/2. Thus, we write P(r)'P(r)
'Q@r/rc# , where Q@x# decreases from unity to zero, as x
increases above O(1).
In the disperse stage of adlayer removal, the mean
separation between vacancies scales like rav5rav(t)
'@Dt/(N0et/t)]1/2. Thus, the probability that a frozen con-
figuration is disturbed before the reaction behaves like Pav(t)
'P(rav)'Q@rav /rc# ' Q@const(CO1OuCOt)1/2/(N0et/t)1/2],
independent of h . Pav(t) is unity for large times, where the
exponential term produces small rav ~front propagation!, but
it decreases toward zero for smaller times, where rav be-
comes large ~the disperse stage!. The behavior of the effec-
tive coordination number, z , in Eqs. ~6!–~8!, might be
roughly represented by z5z(t)'31Pav(t), which decreases
from z54 toward z53, with decreasing t .
APPENDIX E: WAVES OF TRANSITION FROM
UNSTABLE STATES
Here, we provide an example of a simple single-species
‘‘contact model’’ supporting a ‘‘wave of transition’’ from an
unstable state. This model provides insight into the selection
of the propagation velocity, and the decay of transients in
this velocity. In this model, a single type of noninteracting
adspecies on a square lattice hop rapidly to adjacent empty
sites, and desorb at rate k per empty nearest neighbor site.
Behavior is governed by the RDE,
]u
]t
524ku~12u!1D¹2u . ~E1!
Consider steady-state propagation in the x direction of a
planar front propagation separating the unstable completely
covered surface and the stable empty surface. Then, one has
u5u(x2Vt), and ~E1! becomes Du952Vu82]F/]u ,
with pseudopotential F5(23u212u3)k/3. This equation
describes a pseudoparticle, with position u, sliding from u
50 down into a pseudopotential well with a minimum at u
51, while under the influence of a pseudodrag force propor-
tional to V . To obtain a physical solution, one must avoid
overshooting u51. A linear stability analysis about u51
shows that this requires a sufficiently large pseudodrag force
satisfying V.4(kD)1/2. General considerations indicate that
the selected velocity is the minimum allowed.7 Indeed, nu-
merical analysis of this model reveals that V54(kD)1/2
1O(t2g), with an exponent g>1. Analogous transient be-
havior was observed in our RDE analysis of the NO1CO
model. Thus, steady-state velocities are estimated by natural
extrapolation using g51 ~see Fig. 9!.
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